
 

Transcatheter embolisation highlights at CIRSE 2012 

25 September 2012, Vienna, Austria: Patients have benefitted for decades from transcatheter embolisation, but 

with new devices and embolics, as well as new indications, the field continues to grow at an impressive rate. To 

ensure that participants remain abreast of the latest trials and advances, a dedicated embolisation track was 

devised. 

GI haemorrhage   

Prof. Pierre Goffette (Brussels/BE) opened the session on gastrointestinal haemorrhage with a detailed overview 

of imaging work-up and diagnostics. Although 75-80% of GI haemorrhage will resolve spontaneously, the 

remaining cases have a high mortality rate, and accurate modality choice and early identification are crucial. Dr. 

Krijn van Lienden (Amsterdam/NL) went on to discuss treatment algorithms, comparing the benefits of 

interventional radiology (IR), surgery and endoscopy. Dr. Nikolas Fotiadis (London/UK) gave instruction on the 

choice of embolics and materials, and the results obtained by various studies, while Dr. Sang Joon Park 

(Daejeon/KR) covered the pros and cons of empirical embolisation. 

Genitourinary IR   

Dr. Thomas Kroenke (Berlin/DE) gave a thorough overview of the prevention and treatment of postpartum 

haemorrhage, which is a major cause of maternal morbidity and mortality. Balloon-occlusion and embolisation 

can be used both preventatively (for high-risk cases, such as abnormal placentation or elective caesarean 

sections) and to treat post-partum haemorrhage, most usually caused by uterine atony or genital tract 

lacerations. 

Dr. Anthony Lopez (Guilford/UK) described labial and thigh varicosities, and the role of pelvic embolotherapy. 

Pelvic vein anatomy, patient selection, the procedure and outcomes were all addressed, indicating a high initial 

success rate (98.9%). Dr. Francisco Carnevale (Sao Paulo/BR) examined the evidence for embolisation of prostate 

gland hyperplasia. Following successful pre-clinical studies, the University of Sao Paulo conducted Phase I/II 

studies, showing prostatic artery embolisation for benign prostatic hyperplasia to be feasible, safe and effective, 

achieving a mean prostate volume reduction of 30%. 

Embolisation of recurrent varicoceles was presented by Prof. Malgorzata Szczerbo-Trojanowska (Lublin/PL), who 

described their clinical presentation, physiopathology, diagnosis and treatment. Varicoceles can affect 15-25% of 

the male population, and have a recurrence rate of 1%-45% in the recent literature. Embolisation can be 

successfully employed in the treatment of patients with post-surgical or post-embolisation recurrent varicocele. 

Other highlights at CIRSE  

Embolisation is also widely used in the trauma setting, as well as the treatment of fibroids, adenomyosis, vascular 

malformations, aneurysms and pseudoaneurysms. A vast number of sessions and workshops were offered to 

impart the latest advances in these fields, as well as the embolics and imaging algorithms currently available. 

The CIRSE Annual Congress and Postgraduate Course is a trend-setting, 
dynamic and service-oriented event, dedicated to education, science and 
innovation. It covers the entire spectrum of Interventional Radiology and is 
the largest and most comprehensive congress in the field of minimally invasive 
image-guided therapies. The congress is organised by the Cardiovascular and 
Interventional Radiological Society of Europe (CIRSE). 
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